Golfdom provides its guide on how to enjoy Dallas 'when yer not doin' bidness.'

BY MARK LUCE
CONTRIBUTING EDITOR

Man, everything is bigger in Texas, including Dallas, with its metroplex area spanning more than 100 miles. So hop in that rental car, head downtown and use our handy guide to make your trip 10 gallons of fun—that is, when "yer not conductin' bidness."

Getting there
If you're flying into Dallas-Fort Worth International Airport and staying the entire week, a rental car is probably your best bet. Call early for a good rate. If you're hoofin' it, a cab from the airport to downtown will run about $35. There are also shuttles from the airport to downtown, such as Classic Shuttle or Super-shuttle, which cost about $15 to $20. Look for signs in the airport. Once at the hotel, make sure to get a good city map—you'll need it, since nothing is close.

Are you game?
Golfing isn't the only sport that should be on your mind, since hockey's Dallas Stars and basketball's Dallas Mavericks play several games at Reunion Arena the week of the big show, Feb. 11 through Feb. 18. For tickets, call 214-939-2800.

The Mavs play at home Feb. 15 against the Cleveland Cavaliers and Feb. 17 against the Washington Wizards. And, yes, they do know hockey in Dallas. The 1999 Stanley Cup champs play four times at home: Feb. 11 against the St. Louis Blues, Feb. 14 against the Los Angeles Kings, Feb. 16 against the Anaheim Mighty Ducks and Feb. 18 against the Detroit Red Wings.

Vittles
The best place to get a nice meal, especially if your boss is paying, is the Mansion on...
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Turtle Creek, 2821 Turtle Creek Blvd. It’s Dallas’ most popular restaurant and features wonderful Southwestern fare in a classy, but not-too-pretentious setting.

Another town favorite is The French Room, in the Adolphus Hotel, 1321 Commerce. It couples beautiful décor with equally beautiful food. If you’re with your significant other, you can’t get more romantic than this.

Seafood lovers may want to take in the chowder at Café Pacific, 24 Highland Park Village, which is très swanky. A newer hotspot is Voltaire, 5150 Keller Springs Road, which is an exercise in stylish New American cuisine.

Texas is cattle country, so you’ll want to be sure to sample some seared cow. The best of the best are, in no particular order: Del Frisco’s Double Eagle Steakhouse, 5251 Spring Valley Road; Bob’s Steak & Chop House, 4300 Lemmon St., which also has great lamb; Fogo de Chao, 4300 Belt Line Road, a Brazilian Steakhouse that gets raves for its generous servings; and Lawry’s The Prime Rib, home of the original five-alarm Texas chili, which of course means without beans.

Other places worth your time and stomach include Kuby’s Sausage House, 6601 Snider Plaza, a German bonanza of meats; Highland Park Pharmacy, 3229 Knox, an old-fashioned lunch counter; and Sammy’s Barbecue, 2126 Leonard, which many say is the best BBQ in town. If you’re taking the family, try Bubba’s, 6617 Hillcrest Road, a retro-diner that has yummy fried chicken but doesn’t take plastic.

Finally, for a hearty breakfast, check out Mecca, 10422 Harry Hines Blvd., home of tasty blueberry pancakes.

Where to get a cigar

Ifs Ands Or Butts, 408 N. Bishop (just south of downtown) features a range of cigars and a leisurely environment in which to smoke them. It also features – get this – a variety of small-label sodas (think microbrew colas). Another good option is Tobacco Club Incorporated, which has a large selection of fine smokes. It’s located at 4043 Trinity Mills.

Where to “git” some Western duds and where to wear them

If you have boots, wear them. If you don’t, you better run to Justin Boots and Western Wear, 1505 Wycliff Ave., and get some. They have the boots, buckles and hats to make you look like a real Texan. Once duded up, you may want to visit Country 2000, 10310 W. Technology Drive; or the classic Top Rail, 2110 West Northway Highway. The Top Rail swings on Tuesday nights (the others are closed) and all three will teach you, for free, how to trip the light fantastic, Texas-style.

Where to hear good music and have a drink or three

If country’s not your fancy, you may want to head to Deep Ellum, Dallas’ most happenin’ area. There you will find a ton of bars,
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clubs, restaurants, shops and people watching. A must is Blue Cat Blues, 2617 Commerce, one of the best blues venues in the country. Other hot spots include: Bar of Soap, 3615 Parry; Art Bar/Blind Lemon/Club Clearview/Red Complex, 2803-2805 Main Street, featuring four swinging bars/clubs in one place; The Rock, 2815 Main; Copper Tank Brewery, 2600 Main, a Texas-sized brewery; and the hip Lizard Lounge, 2424 Swiss, a former strip club.

Other groovy nightlife

The new MilkBar, 2001 Greenville, is getting raves lately for its icy-cool European décor. There's often jazz at the Balcony Club, 1825 Abrams, and Strictly Tabu, 4111 Lomo Alto.

Stars flock to the upscale 8.0, 2800 Routh St. The Royal Rack, 1906 Lower Greenville, features the wonderful combination of reggae and pool.

But the two best bets might be The Dubliner, 2818 Lower Greenville, an intimate Irish bar, and Poor David's Pub, 1924 Lower Greenville, which ain't much to look at but is where blues and beers reign.

Other fun stuff

Those alive then will certainly remember where they were on Nov. 22, 1963, when they heard the news that President John F. Kennedy was assassinated while riding in an open-air limo through Dealey Plaza. The former Texas School Book Depository is located at 411 Elm and North Houston and on its 6th floor is the Sixth Floor Museum, which houses displays, documentaries and artifacts from that fateful Dallas day. The plaza also attracts swarms of visitors, from the grassy knoll to a Kennedy memorial.

The Arts District, which has the Dallas Museum of Art, the Myerson Symphony Center and one of the Dallas Theater Center's facilities, is located in a small area just north of the financial district. The Museum of Art is good, but not spectacular. However, there's a wonderful sculpture garden across the street from the museum at the Trammell Crow Center.

If shopping is your bag, then you have to go to the Galleria at the LBJ Freeway and Dallas Parkway North. It's either nirvana or hell, depending on your take. There are more than 200 shops and more than 30 eateries comprising its 1.7 million-square-foot - big even by Texas standards. The Galleria covers four levels, has room to park 9,600 cars and has a place for ice skating. If you visit, be warned that traffic can be dreadful - but shopping at Macy's, Nordstrom's and Saks Fifth Avenue under one roof may make the wait worth it.

You might want to check out Southfork Ranch. J.R., Bobby and Miss Ellie won't be there, but this shrine to the television family of the 1980s is one of Dallas visitors' favorite sites. It's yonder in Parker, so call 800-989-7800 for directions.

One last bit

The average temperatures in Dallas in February are highs of 59 degrees and lows of 38 degrees. Dress accordingly, leaving a 10-degree window on either side.

Crime does exist. Keep your money in your front pocket and know where you're going and how you are getting home before going out carousing.

People in Texas are friendly. If you have questions about a restaurant or bar or need directions, just ask someone. You'll have to listen carefully, though.

Also, mail literature back to yourself so you don't have to lug it on the plane. And don't wear your name tag on the street. It screams, "I'm visiting - so mug me!"

Happy trails — but remember not to mess with Texas.